
30km/h speed limits zones and meeting zones

More safety and quality of life in residential
neighbourhoods
Actions for citizens to traffic calm their neighborhood

Tiefbauamt (Council’s planning department)



Vibrant residential neighborhoods thanks to traffic calmed
zones

Winterthur is an attractive and liveable residential and working city. The old town
contributes to this with an exemplary pedestrian zone and more than fifty 30kmh/h zones
and meeting zones in the residential districts.
Such speed zones offer more security and pleasant life for everyone.
Should a reduced speed zone also be set up in your neighbourhood? Is the street where
you live or work suitable for this? Here you will learn what you can do about it.

The described procedure refers to neighbourhood streets. On other streets or in district
centers, the process must be assessed case-by-case.



This is what low speed zones look like

1 Gate at the entrance illustrates the speed zones.

2 White-marked numbers on the street clearly indicate the maximum speed.

3 Special areas can be marked with coloured grids, colour bands at the edge of the road or over
the entire surface.

4 Distributed parking spaces force careful driving.

5 Moveable or fixed elements keep the pace low.

6 The “right of way” marking clarifies the right of way in the area of junctions.

These elements are used situationally.



There are two types of speed zones.

30km/h zone
In the 30km/h zone (tempo 30 zone), vehicles have priority over pedestrians. This is why it is not
suitable as a "playing field" but the speed reduction has numerous advantages: an all-around
pleasant atmosphere, less traffic noise, and above all, more safety when crossing the road.
Free parking is permitted in the 30 km/h zone if there are no other regulations.
In principle, speed limits of 30 km/h are desirable on all neighborhood streets. However, for
streets with public transport or high amounts of through traffic, it must be assessed
case-by-case whether the establishment of a speed zone is appropriate.

Meeting zone
In a meeting zone, cooperation is appreciated.
People spend time here, playing, strolling, cycling, and driving are allowed. Pedestrians have
the right of way, but they must not obstruct vehicles unnecessarily. Car drivers are not restricted
in meeting zones. However, parking is only permitted in marked
spaces.
Neighbourhood streets with low traffic (no public transport) and lively streets are suitable as
meeting zones. This means that the street should also be used as a living and playing space.
The maximum speed is 20km/h. Meeting zones are not pedestrian zones. Such zones exist in
Winterthur only in the old town and the Sulzerareal. Cars are only allowed
for deliveries and with a special permit.

The Differences



Maximum 30 km/h 20 km/h
Speed

Right of Way Vehicles Pedestrian (without disturbing
vehicles)

Parking Free (unless otherwise only in marked fields
regulated)

Right-of-way* Applies (other Everywhere necessary
signalization for
safety reasons
possible)

Zebra crossings None(exception possible) None(because the Pedestrian
have right of way everywhere)

*The general rule is that cars coming from the right hand side have “right of way”

Step by Step to the reduced speed zone

What Who How/Where/Why



Forming a resident “Action group” Interested residents Group min. 3
persons.

Express and register Action group Action group contacts the
the wishes engineering office and

traffic planner.

Discuss and clarify the first ideas Engineering office The basic suitability
City police of the road and the
Action group appropriate perimeters

are clarified.

Conduct survey Engineering office On roads classified by
the municipality (accord
ing to the structure plan)
and in the case of meet
ing zones conduct a survey
for those directly affected. In 30
km/h zones on non-classified roads
no survey is necessary.

Develop and define the project Engineering office The Engineering office develops
City Police the budget plan as well as rough
City Bus time schedule. Usually a speed

zone is implemented within
12-18 months.

Preparation of expert opinions/ Engineering office The Road Traffic Law
(Art. 32) requires for
an expert opinion for the
implementation of speed zones.

Final decision City Council The plan of measures and
and the expert opinion will be
decided by the Council. Council
gives the order to Public
publication

Public announcement City Police The law requires the public
announcement
of a speed zone.

Realisation Engineering office Create the final project and
City Police secure the financing. Signals

and markings are installed
and construction measures are
implemented




